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NEW NEXT MARKET

Mitchell Denburg

Tinged Palette

Long known for its bespoke rugs made
with eco-friendly materials often in
natural greige hues, Mitchell Denburg
(mitchelldenburg.com) is now
introducing some new color
into the company’s lineup. The
Modern Pastel Collection features
traditional handwoven materials
enriched with an enhanced pastel
palette. The resulting colors of the
beautiful hand-dyed yarns bring to
the market a whole new spectrum
of rugs that fall perfectly in between
a soft light blue and a bold lavender.

| Michele Oka Doner

Commissioned by the Neue Galerie
New York, internationally acclaimed
artist Michele Oka Doner hand-casts
exquisite candle sconces, inspired by the
archives of early-20th-century Austrian
metalwork designer Dagobert Peche.
Doner, known for her reverence for
nature, chose a golden leaf motif for the
sconces, made of bronze and burnished
with gold leaf. “The sconce became more
than a decorative object,” the artist says.
“It is a life form that radiates light.”
(shop.neuegalerie.org) —A.H.

Julia Buckingham

Mistress of the Mix

For Julia Buckingham’s first collection with Global Views
(globalviews.com), the designer credits “a passion for travel, collecting,
fashion, antiques, and architecture” as her inspiration for the line, which
features lighting, upholstery, and home accessories, like the “Gem Lattice” tray.
The 100-plus pieces showcase Buckingham’s style—a wide-ranging palette and
seemingly effortless pairings of unexpected textures, materials, and designs.

Michael Berman

Modern Classics

American Modernism and simplicity of form
inspired Michael Berman Modern, the newest
collection from the namesake designer for
Kravet Furniture (kravet.com). The 33-item
collection includes pieces for every area of
the house, from the bedroom to the dining
room. Sleek and elegant upholstery and
case-good options subtly echo the minimal
lines of midcentury design’s finest moments.
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| Artistic Tile

Be prepared to do a double take. Found
only in New Zealand, Ancient Kauri
is the oldest workable wood in the
world and sparked the idea for
Artistic Tile’s new Kauri Collection
(artistictile.com). It may look like
prehistoric, petrified wood with
remarkable grain quality, but it is, in fact,
highly polished porcelain tile. So good,
you might want to knock on wood.

